COMPANY PROFILE
Whether it’s a new **office** in Dubai Media City designed to spark the team’s creativity, a boutique **hotel** in Fujairah that has a story to tell, a smart **school** in Sharjah designed to boost the kids’ curiosity or a **clinic** in Abu Dhabi designed to truly foster well-being

We’ve got you covered.
Easa Saleh Al Gurg Group LLC (ESAG) is a multidivisional conglomerate with 28 companies, including OFIS.

Established in 1960 by H.E. Easa Saleh Al Gurg, ESAG is ranked among top 5 Emirati family-owned businesses with 0% debt. It comprises range of diverse product and business interests that include retail, building and construction, industrial and joint ventures.

Portfolio of exclusive brands includes Siemens, British American Tobacco, Dunlop, Armitage Shanks, Viking Johnson, SieMatic, Danfoss, Zanussi, Interface, Smeg, Unilever and 3M among others.
We don’t want to just be the **leading furniture and flooring supplier**. We believe that our purpose is a lot more than supplying you with a pretty, task chair in a box.

We don’t want to just be **out-of-the-box thinkers**. We think about spaces as a whole, both inside and out.

We are not just a **one-stop solution provider**. We need to collaborate with you to help find the right products that will work best in the spaces you design.

We are not just a **home for the best global brands**. We are proud that we’ve been in the UAE for the past 33 years to witness and contribute to the growth of the country we call home.
KEY SECTORS

WORKPLACE
HOSPITALITY
EDUCATION
HEALTHCARE
We believe in the **power of diversity** and that only with the right partners, ideas can evolve.

The brands we represent are not only leaders in their respective sectors, but also innovators and advocates of **corporate social responsibility** and **environmental sustainability**.

OFIS team believes that interiors should inspire, creating human-centric spaces for the people who will inhabit them. Through appealing aesthetics and thoughtful ergonomics, our brands have a strong commitment to provide customers with truly sustainable and innovative products.
A furniture brand that can truly make all the difference in the spaces you design.

As one of the world’s largest furniture manufacturers, Steelcase is heavily investing in research, leading the way with innovation, sustainability and human-centric designs. The brand offers solutions for office, education, healthcare and hospitality sectors.

Today, Steelcase, Inc. encompasses of three core brands — Steelcase, Turnstone and Coalesse and several sub-brands, including Steelcase Health and Steelcase Education

Lead time: 10-12 weeks
Warranty: 8 years
Country of Origin: US & Europe
Tables

Groupwork
STEELCASE

Convene
COALESSE

Exchange
STEELCASE

Train
COALESSE

Holy Day
COALESSE
Desking + Benching

- FrameFour
  STEELCASE

- BFree
  STEELCASE

- Ology
  STEELCASE

- FrameOne
  STEELCASE

- Kalidro
  STEELCASE

- Fusion
  STEELCASE

- Migration
  STEELCASE

- Movida
  STEELCASE
Executive + Meeting

P60 STEELCASE
P70 STEELCASE
Touchdown STEELCASE
Tenaro STEELCASE

4.8 STEELCASE
Fliptop Twin STEELCASE

SW_1 COALESSE
ScapeSeries STEELCASE
Meeting + Classroom

Talktime
STEELCASE

Verb
STEELCASE

Montara650
COALESSE

P70
STEELCASE

FrameOne
STEELCASE
Panel System

Answer
STEELCASE

Kick
STEELCASE

Montage
STEELCASE

CScape
STEELCASE
Cars

Node
STEELCASE

Buoy
STEELCASE

i2i
COALESSE

Shortcut
STEELCASE

Criterion
STEELCASE

Siento
STEELCASE

Chord
COALESSE

Bindu
COALESSE

Crew
STEELCASE
Chairs

Cachet
STEELCASE

Kart
STEELCASE

Shortcut
STEELCASE

LessthanFive
COALESSE

Montara650
COALESSE

Move
STEELCASE

SW_1
COALESSE

Bob
COALESSE

Lox
COALESSE
Chairs

- Emu Pattern
  STEELCASE

- Switch
  COALESSE

- Topo Lounge
  COALESSE

- Wrapp
  COALESSE

- Capa
  COALESSE

- Emu Heaven
  STEELCASE

- Scoop
  STEELCASE

- Enea Lottus Post
  COALESSE

- Last Minute
  COALESSE

- Enea Lottus Sled
  COALESSE
Collaborative Seating

Mediascape Lounge
STEELCASE

Regard
STEELCASE

Millbrae Contract
COALESSE

Passerelle
COALESSE

Campfire
STEELCASE

Evaneau
COALESSE
Collaborative Seating

- Thoughtful COALESSE
- Neighbor STEELCASE
- Together Bench COALESSE
- MN_K STEELCASE
- Visalia COALESSE
- Eastside Beam STEELCASE
Collaborative Seating

Alight
COALESSE

Await
COALESSE

Bix Lounge
COALESSE

Circa
COALESSE

Coupe
COALESSE

Bivi Rumble
TURNSTONE
Collaborative Seating

Jenny Club
TURNSTONE

Joel Lounge
COALESSE

Ripple
COALESSE

Sidewalk
COALESSE

Swathmore
COALESSE

Surround
STEELCASE
Healthcare Waiting

Aspekt
STEELCASE HEALTH

Tava
STEELCASE HEALTH

Mitra
STEELCASE HEALTH

Malibu
STEELCASE HEALTH

Verge
STEELCASE HEALTH

Sorrel
STEELCASE HEALTH

Cura
STEELCASE HEALTH

Outlook Sequoia
STEELCASE HEALTH
Healthcare Waiting

Tava
STEELCASE HEALTH

Leela
STEELCASE HEALTH

Sieste
STEELCASE HEALTH

Neighbor
STEELCASE HEALTH

Mitra
STEELCASE HEALTH

Surround
STEELCASE HEALTH

Regard
STEELCASE HEALTH
Modular Casegoods

Folio™ by Steelcase Health
Opus® by Steelcase Health
Sonata™ by Steelcase Health
Sync™ by Steelcase Health

Casegoods

Ainsley™ by Steelcase Health
Davenport™ by Steelcase Health
Park by Steelcase Health
Senza™ by Steelcase Health
Italian furniture that expresses space in both creative and practical way

Italian manufacturer DVO offers high-quality office furniture, with the extremely functional design. Its offering includes reception units, conference tables, benching, storage and architectural glass walls. DVO stocks the full range, having a shorter lead time than other Italian manufacturers.

Lead time: 6-8 weeks
Warranty: 5 years
Country of origin: Italy
Executive Desks

Rym
DVO

Tay
DVO

Vertigo
DVO

Planeta
DVO

York
DVO
Storage

- Lima DVO
- Taba DVO
- Riga DVO
- Lockers DVO
- Pedestals DVO
- Roma DVO
Reception

Abako
DVO

Led
DVO

Qubo
DVO
Benel is a Singaporean brand with production in Malaysia, focused on making furniture that serves its purpose and the well-being at competitive prices.

Its collections include workstations, benching, booths, chairs and soft seating with multiple options and ways you can dress the furniture.

Lead time: 8-10 weeks
Warranty: 5 years
Country of origin: Singapore
Chairs

Aeria
BENEL

Fitt
BENEL

Freniq
BENEL

Pro
BENEL

Dream
BENEL

Evo
BENEL

W-Mesh
BENEL

Filio
BENEL

Leatherboss
BENEL

Zein
BENEL

A-Balance
BENEL

Transformer
BENEL
Chairs + Sofa

Basic BENEL
X-ten BENEL
Connect BENEL
Forward BENEL
Dream BENEL
C Mesh BENEL

Mov BENEL
Layton BENEL
Sofa

Duelle
BENEL

Abay
BENEL

Doba
BENEL

Bay
BENEL
Sofa

Belden
BENEL

Cala
BENEL

Genessa
BENEL
Workstation
Norwegian brand FLOKK can furnish practically any space for work or public use with their seating brands such as Profim, HÅG, RH, BMA, RBM and Malmstolen. They are known to create innovative visual concepts and turning them into fulfilling environments in collaboration with skillful professionals.

Their flagship chair, HÅG Capisco with its pioneering saddle seat and overall unique shape offers endless ways to sit or half stand.

Lead time: 10-12 weeks
Warranty: 10 years
Country of origin: Norway
Chairs

Capisco 8106 HÅG
Capisco 8105 HÅG
Capisco 8107 HÅG
Capisco 8126 HÅG
Capisco 8127 HÅG
Capisco Puls 8001 HÅG
Capisco Puls 8002 HÅG
Capisco Puls 8010 HÅG
Capisco Puls 8020 HÅG
Chairs

Sofi 7200
HÅG

Sofi 7300
HÅG

Sofi Mesh 7500
HÅG

Tribute 9021
HÅG

Tribute 9031
HÅG

Futu 1200
HÅG

Futu Mesh 1100
HÅG

Noor 6075S
RBM

Ballet 6030
RBM
Chairs

Ana 4340 RBM
Noor Up 6095SB RBM
Noor 6085SB RBM
Noor 6060S RBM
Noor 6050F RBM
Ballet 6040S RBM
Bella 4445 RBM
Twisted Little Star 5680 RBM
Ultima 4084 RBM
This is one of our newer brands that is gaining increasing popularity within the government entities of the region. Specializing in chairs, meeting tables and furniture from Japan, Okamura provides high-quality products and services to offices, education, healthcare, R&D & commercial facilities.

Lead time: 10-12 weeks
Warranty: 5 years
Country of Origin: Japan
Chairs

Contessa II OKAMURA
Sabrina OKAMURA
Plimode OKAMURA
Choral OKAMURA
Baron OKAMURA
Sylphy OKAMURA
Luce OKAMURA
Runa OKAMURA
Zart OKAMURA
Chairs

Perlutz OKAMURA
Grata OKAMURA
Luxos OKAMURA
Choral OKAMURA
Muffle OKAMURA
Repiroue OKAMURA
Risefit OKAMURA
V Conference OKAMURA
Alt Piazza OKAMURA
A furniture range for those who value a modern, fresh look and appreciate quality.

German group, Dauphin HumanDesign, offers a wide range of high-quality task chairs while the Trendoffice range is aimed at anyone who values a modern design, appreciates quality and yet is still price conscious.

Products from Züco, such as iconic Perillo, are not just designed to look good, but to feel great.

Lead time: 10-12 weeks
Warranty: 5 years
Country of origin: Germany
Chairs

In Touch DAUPHIN
Lordo DAUPHIN
X-Code DAUPHIN
Stilo DAUPHIN
Kick-Off DAUPHIN

@Just Magic2 DAUPHIN
Shape DAUPHIN
Cento Miglia XXL DAUPHIN
Fiore DAUPHIN
Chairs

Shape Elan
DAUPHIN

Fiore
DAUPHIN

Teo
DAUPHIN

Plenar2
DAUPHIN

Highway Conference
DAUPHIN

BackGround
DAUPHIN

Allora
DAUPHIN

Atelier
DAUPHIN
Chairs

- DucaRE
- Lacinta
- Signo
- Effe Two
- Conte
- Riola
- 4Plus
- Reale
- Bonito
Desking + Benching

Welcome
BOSSE

Work
BOSSE

Lead
BOSSE

Relax
BOSSE
Desking + Benching

Meet BOSSE

Learn BOSSE

Cube BOSSE

Team BOSSE
**ARESLINE**

Acoustic panels, colored moss walls and auditorium seating with a design twist

Whether it’s an office, contract or auditorium and theatre seating, Ares Line brings together original ideas and expertise combined with fine Italian style. Its brand Fonology offers acoustic panels, turning them into timeless design pieces.

Their products are designed by world class designers, including Paolo Pininfarina, Simone Micheli, Giovanni Baccolini, Toshiyuki Kita

**Lead time:** 10-12 weeks  
**Warranty:** 5 years  
**Country of origin:** Italy
Chairs + Sofa

- **Link**
  - ARESLINE

- **Link Plus**
  - ARESLINE

- **Link X Plus**
  - ARESLINE

- **Trendy**
  - ARESLINE

- **Trendy First Class**
  - ARESLINE

- **Base**
  - ARESLINE

- **Naxos Acoustic**
  - ARESLINE

- **Privee**
  - ARESLINE

- **PF3**
  - ARESLINE
Auditorium Chairs + Sofa

Naxos
ARESLINE

Mya
ARESLINE

Privee
ARESLINE

Jolly
ARESLINE

Papillon
ARESLINE

Premiere
ARESLINE

Royale
ARESLINE

9.9
ARESLINE

9.1
ARESLINE
Auditorium Chairs

Thesi
ARESLINE

Omnia Evolution
ARESLINE

Omnia
ARESLINE

Omnia Beam
ARESLINE

Omnia Contract
ARESLINE

Zero9 Contract
ARESLINE
Chairs

Zero9
ARESLINE

Zero9 Filo
ARESLINE

Omnia Contract
ARESLINE

Eura
ARESLINE
Supplying office furniture since 1969.

The company’s strategy involves specializing in developing all kinds of fabrication projects to cover any workstation need.

Internationalization and process efficiency are the main strategic thrusts that enable JG to be a competitive brand and a sustainable business in the market.

Lead time: 10-12 weeks
Warranty: 5 years
Country of Origin: Spain
Desking + Benching

Adapta Plus
JG GROUP

Adapta 2 Plus
JG GROUP

Inspira
JG GROUP

Modul
JG GROUP
Executive Desk

Adapta Plus
JG GROUP

Adapta 2 Plus
JG GROUP

Inspira
JG GROUP

Modul
JG GROUP
Desking + Benching

T Work
JG GROUP

T Work Filing Solution
JG GROUP

T Care
JG GROUP

2 Move
JG GROUP
Storage

AMT
JG GROUP

PV Plus
JG GROUP

AD
JG GROUP

MAD
JG GROUP
Meeting

Adapta Plus
JG GROUP

Adapta 2 Plus
JG GROUP

Cuadrat
JG GROUP

Inspira
JG GROUP

Modul
JG GROUP

T Work
JG GROUP
World class flexible furniture solutions for office, home & public spaces.

High end products from Australian brand Schiavello is known to strike the right balance between creativity and functionality to meet the exacting values of today’s clientele especially the millennial.

Working with Australian and international designers, all of Schiavello’s collection enhances collaboration, concentration and health in the workplace and living spaces. It’s dedicated to develop intelligent, inspiring and resilient solutions.

Lead time: 10-12 weeks
Warranty: 5 years
Country of Origin: Australia
Chairs

101 SCHIAVELLO

Bomba SCHIAVELLO

Blom SCHIAVELLO

Kayt SCHIAVELLO

La La SCHIAVELLO

Maui SCHIAVELLO
Chairs

Mr Chair
SCHIAVELLO

Palomino
SCHIAVELLO

Paloma
SCHIAVELLO

Tom
SCHIAVELLO

Toro
SCHIAVELLO

Toku
SCHIAVELLO
Desking + Benching

Aire
SCHIAVELLO

Centric
SCHIAVELLO

Climate
SCHIAVELLO

Marina
SCHIAVELLO
Collaborative

Focus
SCHIAVELLO

Krossi
SCHIAVELLO

Climate
SCHIAVELLO

Geneva
SCHIAVELLO
Tables

Toku
SCHIAVELLO

Good Wood
SCHIAVELLO

Geneva
SCHIAVELLO

Geneva
SCHIAVELLO
Casegoods

Aire Executive
SCHIAVELLO

Carr Linear
SCHIAVELLO

Krossi
SCHIAVELLO

Uomo
SCHIAVELLO
When you need that one statement piece to help you create great Instagrammable moments, Bolia product is what you need.

Clean and minimalist designs from Danish brand Bolia can help you achieve beautiful results in a hotel, F&B or even office break-out areas. Brought to you by Steelcase, the curated collection of Bolia designs include sofas, armchairs, tables & lighting.

Lead time: 10-12 weeks
Warranty: 5 years
Country of Origin: Denmark
Sofa + Armchairs

Abby 2 & 3 seater sofa
BOLIA

Aura 2 ½ seater sofa
BOLIA

Between sofa
BOLIA

Cloud 2 ½ & 3 seater sofa
BOLIA

Gaia 2 & 3 seater sofa
BOLIA

Madison 2 ½ & 3 seater
BOLIA

Liva Sofa
BOLIA

Mara 2 ½ seater Sofa
BOLIA
Sofa + Armchairs

- Pepe 2 seater BOLIA
- Abby Arm Chair BOLIA
- C3 Arm Chair BOLIA
- Cloud arm chair BOLIA
- Liva Arm Chair BOLIA
- Mara Arm Chair BOLIA
- Philippa Arm Chair BOLIA
- Pepe Arm Chair BOLIA
Chairs

C3 BOLIA
Mood BOLIA
Out BOLIA
Beaver BOLIA
Valby BOLIA

Palm BOLIA
Sleek BOLIA
Hug BOLIA
Swing BOLIA
Pouf + Benches

- Berlin Bench
  - medium & small
  - BOLIA

- Berlin Seat & Back
  - small/medium/large pillow
  - BOLIA

- Grab Pouf
  - Small /Large
  - BOLIA

- Madison day bed
  - BOLIA

- Cloud
  - Medium & small
  - BOLIA

- D18 &D20 Bench
  - BOLIA

- Ronda Pouf
  - BOLIA

- Posea Bench
  - BOLIA
Coffee + Side Tables

- Mood Coffee table
  BOLIA
- Comb Coffee table
  BOLIA
- Comb Coffee table
  BOLIA
- Mix coffee table
  BOLIA
- Pod Coffee table
  BOLIA
- Drum coffee table
  BOLIA
Coffee + Side Tables

Tuk Coffee table
BOLIA

Vitro coffee table
BOLIA

Move Coffee Table
BOLIA

Meera Coffee table
BOLIA
Soft seating for the new collaborative way of working

UK brand Boss Design offers high-end office seating, upholstery and tables solutions for a collaborative working environment, but also furniture range suitable for hospitality projects. Designed globally – produced locally, Boss Design has one of its manufacturing facilities in the UAE for more than 10 years.

Cutting edge design, great quality, competitive prices and a short manufacturing lead time are some of the brand’s competitive advantages.

Lead time: 8-10 weeks
Warranty: 5 years
Country of origin: UK
Sofa + Armchairs

Marine
BOSS DESIGN

Manta
BOSS DESIGN

Callisto
BOSS DESIGN

Edgar
BOSS DESIGN

Albany
BOSS DESIGN

Boxer
BOSS DESIGN
Sofa + Armchairs

Orten
BOSS DESIGN

Hoot
BOSS DESIGN

Vernon
BOSS DESIGN

Tom, Dick & Harry
BOSS DESIGN

Axim
BOSS DESIGN

Arlington
BOSS DESIGN
Sofa + Armchairs

Hula
BOSS DESIGN

Luge
BOSS DESIGN

Arthur – High Back
BOSS DESIGN

Atom Range
BOSS DESIGN
Armchairs

- Orlo
  BOSS DESIGN

- Chill
  BOSS DESIGN

- Chill chair wooden leg
  BOSS DESIGN

- Agent Arm Chair
  BOSS DESIGN

- Diana
  BOSS DESIGN

- Aron - Castors
  BOSS DESIGN
Sofa + Armchairs

Albany
BOSS DESIGN

MR & MRS
BOSS DESIGN

Kruze Lounge
BOSS DESIGN

Bespoke option
BOSS DESIGN

Marine
BOSS DESIGN
Chairs

Kruze
BOSS DESIGN

Kruze on castors
BOSS DESIGN

Coza
BOSS DESIGN

Pro
BOSS DESIGN

Mea
BOSS DESIGN

Kara
BOSS DESIGN

Tokyo
BOSS DESIGN

Toto
BOSS DESIGN
Chairs

Toto
BOSS DESIGN

Orlo
BOSS DESIGN

Agent
BOSS DESIGN

Beatrice
BOSS DESIGN

Keats
BOSS DESIGN

Diana
BOSS DESIGN

Ice Banquet chair
BOSS DESIGN
Chairs - Bespoke

Bespoke Option
BOSS DESIGN

Bespoke Option
BOSS DESIGN
Bar Stools

Agent
BOSS DESIGN

Kruze
BOSS DESIGN

Arran
BOSS DESIGN

Callisto
BOSS DESIGN
Coffee & Side Tables

Arthur coffee table
BOSS DESIGN

Calisto coffee table
BOSS DESIGN

Calisto side table
BOSS DESIGN

120 table
BOSS DESIGN

Luge Side table
BOSS DESIGN

Luge coffee table
BOSS DESIGN

Pause side table
BOSS DESIGN

Pause coffee table
BOSS DESIGN
Coffee & Side Tables

Triad table range
BOSS DESIGN

Rota table range
BOSS DESIGN

Agent Side table
BOSS DESIGN

Vox Occasional table
BOSS DESIGN

Bespoke nested table
BOSS DESIGN
Celebrating comfort with design.

This Italian brand is known for offering various types of seating for executive and lounge area which reflects the needs of the modern workforce. It offers intelligent collection in a wide choice of colors.

Lead time: 10-12 weeks
Warranty: 5 years
Country of origin: Italy
Chairs

Kalla
KASTEL

Kelly
KASTEL

Konca
KASTEL

Kimbox
KASTEL
Bar Stools

Kat
KASTEL

Klou
KASTEL

Kensho
KASTEL

Kyro
KASTEL

Kimbox
KASTEL

Kalea
KASTEL

Kicca
KASTEL

Kubix
KASTEL
Chairs

Kruna KASTEL
Kosmo Mesh KASTEL
Kosmo Plus KASTEL
King KASTEL
Kriteria KASTEL
Kosmo Top KASTEL
Kimera KASTEL
Klassic KASTEL
Klivia KASTEL
Kamelia KASTEL
Chairs

Kribio KASTEL
Kameo KASTEL
Kuadrella KASTEL
Kuad KASTEL
Klipp KASTEL
Kabrio KASTEL
Kayak KASTEL
Koppa KASTEL
Kuark KASTEL
Krokus KASTEL
Sofa + Armchairs

Kubox KASTEL
Kuadra KASTEL
Kuadra Top KASTEL
Kontex KASTEL
Kuros 90 KASTEL
Kursal KASTEL
Kendo KASTEL
Kaleido KASTEL
Sofa

Kondor
KASTEL

Komodo
KASTEL

Klasse
KASTEL

Korall
KASTEL

Kristall
KASTEL
Bench Seating

Kicca
KASTEL

Kalea
KASTEL

Krizia
KASTEL

Kicca
KASTEL

Kalea
KASTEL

Krizia
KASTEL

Kontiki
KASTEL

Korner
KASTEL

Kargo
KASTEL

Keyport
KASTEL
Tables

Kaleox
KASTEL

Kensho
KASTEL

Kapio
KASTEL
An Italian seating story

Seating solutions from Diemme has a very discreet style which is a blend of traditional and modern design influences. It believes in organizing living spaces with rationality which reflects the users personality albeit ensuring well-being throughout.

Lead time: 10-12 weeks
Warranty: 5 years
Country of origin: Italy
Chairs

Orlo
DIEMME

Nuke
DIEMME

Perfecta
DIEMME

Red Hot
DIEMME

Slim
DIEMME

Aira
DIEMME
Chairs

Bonn DIEMME

Ice DIEMME

Origami DIEMME

Oxford DIEMME

Sunny New DIEMME

Zeta DIEMME
Chairs

Vanity
DIEMME
Liz
DIEMME
Tronix
DIEMME
Mister
DIEMME
Pass
DIEMME
Social
DIEMME
Ariel
DIEMME
Eon Stool
DIEMME
Ypsilon
DIEMME
Sofa + Armchairs

Circuit Prive
DIEMME

Kuadra
DIEMME

Qubiq
DIEMME

Hall
DIEMME

Circuit
DIEMME

Kendo
DIEMME

Frame
DIEMME
Sofa + Armchairs

- Jazz
  DIEMME

- Liz
  DIEMME

- Miss Lounge
  DIEMME

- Toffee
  DIEMME

- Square
  DIEMME

- Yoga
  DIEMME
Tables

Welcome
DIEMME

Margarita
DIEMME

Clock
DIEMME

Bread
DIEMME

Circuit
DIEMME

XL XS
DIEMME
FLOORING SOLUTIONS

CARPET TILES
LUXURY VINYL TILES
LINOLEUM FLOORING
BROADLOOM CARPETS

Interface®  Gerflor  Brintons

Broadloom carpet | Brintons
Interface

Ideal for designers who wish to reduce the impact that finishes have on the environment

By definition, Interface is the world’s largest designer and maker of carpet tile. For Interface, design is a mindset and sustainability is the journey of a lifetime. It recently launched Proof Positive, a first-of-its-kind carbon negative carpet tile.

For the last 24 years, OFIS has been exclusively offering Interface carpets and LVT in the UAE, catering to both office and hospitality sectors

Lead time: 6-8 weeks
Warranty: 15 years
Country of origin: Holland
Interface LVT

Acoustic backing

5 wear layers

Suitable for raised

Access floor – no joint imprint

Dry installation with tactiles

No need for trims in between carpet and lvt
Halbmond

Broadloom carpets that will not set any limits on your creativity

- Made in Germany since 1880
- Endless design possibilities
- From the idea to carpet fitting in just five steps
- Straightforward choice easy to order
- Fast sample service
- Quick delivery times
- Competitive prices

Quick Step Collection
Manufactured by the latest chromo jet technology. 36 designs of any kind
6 color combinations per design

Lead time: 6-8 weeks
Warranty: 10 years
Country of origin: Germany
Brintons

A bespoke carpet can add an extra dimension to any hotel interior – personalizing it to the interior and guest

UK-based Brintons has been at the forefront of the global woven carpet industry for more than 230 years

In addition to custom-designed carpets, Brintons has over 600 carpet designs in stock and available

It offers axminster carpets which are highly preferred in the hospitality industry over other normal woven broadloom carpet

Lead time: 6-8 weeks  Country of origin: UK
Warranty: 10 years
Gerflor manufactures decorative and sustainable vinyl flooring solutions and wall finishes including hand rails for healthcare, education, retail and hospitality sectors.

• Wide selection of colors & decorative cut-outs
• 51 colours and decors
• Easy and quick installation
• Easy care and cleaning
• 100% antibacterial

When you need eco-friendly flooring for your next school, hospital or hotel project that looks good, but can stand the test of time

Lead time: 6-8 weeks  
Country of origin: France  
Warranty: 10 years
SERVICES

We support layouts with insights.

Our in-house design team of interior designers and architects provides design solutions for a broad range of projects across the commercial sectors using the latest software and technology.

SPACE PLANNING
SPECIFICATIONS
WORKSHOPS
3D MAX, PCON & CET RENDERS
SITE-VISITS

MOCK-UPS
TENDER PACKAGES
VALUE ENGINEERING
WAREHOUSING
DELIVERY & INSTALLATION
OFIS TEAM

We have 80+ people in our team with years of professional experience but we also believe that work hard | play hard is more than a cliché, it’s a lifestyle.

From rock guitar players to cupcake decorators to pet lovers, recreational hunters and motorbike fans, our creative pursuits are diverse.

Rest assured.

Ali Maarrawi
General Manager
ali.maarrawi@ofisuae.com

Marina Petrovic
Divisional Manager-Furniture
marina.petrovic@ofisuae.com

Fawaz Mohammed
Divisional Manager-Flooring
fawaaz.m@ofisuae.com

Ramesh R
Product Manager
ramesh@ofisuae.com

David Blabolil
Specification Manager
david.b@ofisuae.com

Feven Tekle
Office Manager
feen.t@ofisuae.com